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Road Maintenance Package 

CASE Construction specifically designed the Road Maintenance package to grant versatility and ease of operations to Thai contractors and construction companies, 
and ultimately support their business in meeting tight project deadlines and avoid hefty penalties on late delivery of jobsites.

The Pro Package gives Thai contractors and construction companies additional flexibility of working on road and parking lots repairs, as well as bid for 
more efficient utility works. Only CASE Construction offers you patented solutions which improve productivity and easy operations.

A great, affordable and efficient solution specifically designed by CASE Construction to dramatically improve Thai contractors operations 
in road construction and general construction sites. No more dependence on multiple equipment thanks to CASE Basic Road 
Construction package: just one machine for handling materials in tight buildings as well as larger jobsites!
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Slot Cutter Multi Bucket Pickup Broom

Multi Bucket Pallet Forks

Brush Cutter Multi Bucket Pickup Broom

Demolition Package 

Farm Package

Farm Pro Package Pallet Forks Auger

The best combination for refurbishing jobsites and increasing their overall efficiency. CASE designed the Demolition package having in mind the needs for their 
customers in Thailand.

CASE designed the Farm Package specifically for Thai farmers and their operations, regardless of their size. CASE Farm Package will dramatically 
improve the day to day operations of farms across Thailand.

For larger farms and landscaping companies, which operates day in day out , the Farm Pro package is specially designed to optimize 
operations and utilize only one equipment for all day to day utility jobs.

Pickup Broom - OR - Auger 


